[Adaptive significance of the limited gene expression of the immune system].
Evolutionary development of immunity multigene systems seems to involve host-parasite molecular coevolution, as evidenced by comparison of metasoans and unicellular organisms in fixation rates of neutral and adaptive point mutations per one pair of corresponding genes. The estimations we attempted revealed that organisms with maximal restriction of Ig-like gene repertoire expression by an individual immune cell are more adaptive in formation of competent antigen-induced immune response, provided that the magnitude of potential repertoire of functional Ig-like receptors exceeds lymphoid cell population size. In contrast, when phage and bacteria populations are in coevolution, there is no need to limit the repertoire of expressive genes encoding bacteria surface receptor proteins which are recognized by a phage adsorption system. Other hypotheses of evolutionary premises and stimulus of immune genes expression limitation (allelic, isotypic etc.) are critically discussed.